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Our Times - Prophecy in current events 

ISRAEL - The World's Focus and Prophecy's Fulfillment 
 

We know from the prophetic Scripture that the future Antichrist will work to bring about a new global order.  
Many nations and leaders have historically sought the same thing.  But the Antichrist will stop at nothing to 
achieve it.  His greatest goal in securing a global government rule under his diabolical direction will be the total 
destruction of Israel and therefore of the Jews.  I do not believe the Antichrist can be revealed until after the 
rapture of the Church, but if we wanted to get a picture of what type of person he will be all we have to do is 
to look at Iran's President Ahmadinejad.  In his recent speech to the United Nations he blamed the United 
States and Israel for most of the world's problems.  He then proceeded to call for a new world order under the 
leadership of the Islamic Mahdi who he believes will return to rule the world.  The Mahdi, according to 
Ahmadinejad's  strange beliefs, will work together with Jesus Christ who will, in his view, be subservient to the 
Mahdi.  In his speech to the U.N. Iran's cultic President spoke of the need for a new world order which he 
called a "shared and collective management of the world."  His words along these lines were as follows: 
    

"Conducive ground must be prepared to ensure collective participation and 
involvement of nations in an effort to promote lasting peace and security. 
Shared and collective management of the world must be achieved in its true 
sense, and based on the underlying principles enshrined in the international 
law.  Justice must serve as the criterion and the basis for all international 
decisions and actions." 

   

 
 
 
 
 
Notice that the phrase, "conducive ground must be prepared to ensure collective participation..."  Indeed 
there is much preparation being made already by Satan to prepare the world for the coming Antichrist.  But, 
still, the Holy Spirit, indwelling His Church hinders his appearance (2 Thessalonians 2:7).  Ahmadinejad further 
stated that this "shared and collective management of the world...must be achieved...based on the underlying 
principles enshrined in the international law.  Daniel says about the Antichrist :  "he shall speak great words 
against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to change times and laws" (Daniel 

7:25).    These are high sounding words.  Ahmadinejad is attempting to use the rhetoric of international 
diplomacy, or "U.N. speak" , to promote Satan's future plans.  His speeches create an atmosphere that causes 
people to automatically mock the idea of a coming world ruler.  I believe this is intentional.  Satan's purpose is 
always to deceive, and often, he most deceives when he speaks the truth.  

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 

http://rt.com/news/american-capitalism-evil-ahmadinejad-101/
http://rt.com/politics/ahmadinejad-iran-nuclear-resolution/


Daniel predicts this about the future man of sin:  "And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they 
shall not give the honour of the kingdom:  but he shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by 
flatteries" (Daniel 11:21).  He will also promote a "God of forces" that will be new to the world.  He will also 
honor his false god with the worldly wealth:  "But in his estate shall he honour the God of forces:  and a god 
whom his fathers knew not shall he honour with gold, and silver, and with precious stones, and pleasant 
things." (Daniel 11:38) 
 
It is difficult to believe that such bold and plain statements are actually coming out the mouth of a national 
leader.   Yet, for the student of Bible prophecy, we should not be taken by surprise.  Nor should we discount 
them as baseless.  Through our study of the Word of God, and of what it foretells, we see that the devil is 
actually preparing the world for the coming of the Antichrist.  I believe this is an undeniable indication that we 
are living in the last days.  Ahmadinejad went on to give this diabolical warning: 
 

"(This will be) A future that will be built when humanity initiates to tread the path of the 
divine prophets and the righteous under the leadership of Imam al-Mahdi, the 
Ultimate Savior of mankind and the inheritor to all divine messengers and 
leaders and to the pure generation of our great Prophet. 
 
The creation of a supreme and ideal society with the arrival of a perfect human 
being who is a true and sincere lover of all human beings, is the guaranteed 
promise of Allah.  He will come alongside with Jesus Christ to lead the freedom  
and justice lovers to eradicate tyranny and discrimination [which is an indirect 
reference to the United States and Israel], and promote knowledge, peace, justice  
freedom and love across the world [through the Mahdi, Jesus, and Islamic rule].  
He will present to every single individual all the beauties of the world and all good  
things which bring happiness for humankind." [brackets and emphasis my insertion] 

 
One day, after the rapture of the Church, which could happen at any moment, the true Antichrist will arise.  I 
believe the Lord is giving us a picture of the future world dictator in this little "tin horn" from Iran.  Which 
though he is still very dangerous, he is only a prelude of things to come through the future Antichrist, of whom 
as Revelation 13:5 says,  "And he was given a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and he was 
given authority to continue for forty-two months." 
 
 
Palestinian Statehood??? 
We have heard how the Palestinians are seeking a declaration of statehood from the U.N.  As of the writing of 
this edition of Prophecy in Perspective, they have not yet succeeded in achieving their goal.  From my research, 
it appears that many Muslim leaders that are behind the scenes diplomatically are much more concerned over 
Iran than with Palestinian statehood at this time.  Still, we see the real trend here of world pressure that will 
eventually cause Israel to accept statehood within its borders of this terrorist state who is dedicated to Israel's 
destruction.  Zechariah 12:3 clearly explains Israel's future as nations aspire for its obliteration:  "And in that 
day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people:  all that burden themselves with it shall be cut 
in pieces, though all the people of the earth be gathered together against it." 
 
 
Is President Obama in trouble with Jewish voters?  
Yes!  According to Herb Keinon, a reporter with the Jerusalem Post.  Mr. Keinon, in an article entitled:  "Turner 
Victory Highlights Obama's Slippage Among Jews," stated as follows, 
 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel+11:38&version=KJV


"Analysis:  Democrat's downfall in NY's 9th district 
shows US president's waning support among American 
Jewish community no longer anecdotal.  Turner’s 
victory was the most serious sign of erosion to date in 
American-Jewish support for Obama; the most serious 
shot from the Jewish community across the White 
House’s bow; the most serious message from Jewish 
voters of concern about the president’s stand on Israel.  
And while it is undeniable that Israel was not the only 
issue in the campaign, it is equally undeniable that it 
was among the top issues. The other major issue was 
the economy.  A shift of a few percentage votes among 
Jews in 2012 in key battleground states with large 
Jewish populations such as Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, could have a huge impact in a close 
presidential race. " 
 

We should rejoice that Jews are feeling increasingly concerned as to the well-being of Israel.  There is a 
growing animosity against the Jews and Israel among the liberal elite.  Any candidate, whether Republican, 
Democrat, or any other political party needs to be on notice.  I believe that as God is calling His people in 
growing numbers back to their homeland of Israel, the Jews, increasingly want to be sure that the U.S. is in full 
support of Israel's existence and security as a nation! 
 

Upward Call - How to walk in view of Prophecy  

Much of the understanding of Bible prophecy comes from a single minded faith that Jesus is indeed coming 
back.  The fact that we do not know the day or the hour (Matthew 24:36) is not a truth that is meant to tell us 
that it is a waste of time studying the events surrounding the Lord's return.  Students of prophecy seem to be 
ridiculed and mocked, even by supposed believers for their intensive interest in prophetic themes.  Yet, not 
knowing the day nor the hour is intended to be a warning that we should be watchful and that the Lord's 
return is imminent.  The Lord could come at any moment!  Jesus warned His disciples to always be watchful 
for His coming, as we see in Matthew 25:13, "Watch therefore, for ye know neither the day nor the hour 
wherein the Son of man cometh."  

Enoch, as we see in Genesis 5:24, is most known for the fact that the Lord suddenly took him to heaven:  "And 
Enoch walked with God: and he was not; for God took him."  But the real character of Enoch was not shown 
in the fact that the Lord took him, but in the fact that he walked with God by faithfully preaching that the Lord 
was coming!  We read that Enoch's preaching theme was also a prophetic theme in the Book of Jude,  "And 
Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten 
thousands of his saints."   Enoch looked for the Lord's any-moment return, and so should we! 

As you tell the world of your convictions about the Lord Jesus Christ who died on the cross and rose again for 
us, do not leave out the truth of His return.  While the cross and the Resurrection of Jesus Christ is our 
"blessed assurance,"  the coming of Jesus Christ for us at any time is our "blessed hope!!"  Paul encouraged 
Titus in his ministry to be everyday:  Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great 
God and our Saviour Jesus Christ" (Titus 2:13).   

In these latter days, begin and maintain a systematic reading of Scripture to build up your ready knowledge of 
God's Word.  Keep your walk of faith with the Lord close and consistent.  Tell the world that Jesus has come 
and that He is coming back again!!   

Newly elected Congressman from New York, 
Bob Turner 



The Church Today - Doctrine and Prophecy Today 

 
Christians today face many challenges to believing and living out the truth of the Word of God.  But I believe 
the greatest challenge to us personally as believers is to stay focused on Who God is and what He has said in 
the Scriptures.  This requires a daily reading and study of the Bible.  This sounds overly simplistic to many.  But, 
I am convinced that the single most daunting problem facing the Church today is ignorance of and lack of 
interest in the Word of God.  The lack of interest and knowledge of God's Word is why there is such an 
emphasis on personalities over Biblical precept, and entertainment  over doctrinal engagement.   There are 
trends in missions such as the "C5" movement that is promoting forms of Chrislam.  (For explanation, see  
Prophecy in Perspective, Vol. 4, p.2) There are gatherings of groups in churches today that are simply not 
Christian.  Many ministries in churches today are not based on Biblical truth but on psychology and helping 
people to "meet that special someone."  There is little discernment between truth and error, substance and 
shadows, spiritual darkness and light.  The answer for the Church today is not bigger programs or more flashy 
personalities,  but getting back to a systematic study of the Word of God, and a proper interpretation of it. 

Amos, the Shepherd from Tekoa, had a prophetic burden for God's 
Shepherds to "Let justice run down like water, and righteousness like a 
mighty stream" (Amos 5:24).  Amos was grieving over the injustices 
perpetrated by the false shepherds over the vulnerable of Israel.  He 
recognized their injustices as being due to disobedience to God's Word.   
Amos' prophecies of pending  judgment speak to the Church today that so 
emphasizes numbers and wealth over truth.  Amos speaks, as if directly to 
the spiritual condition of the Church today, when he says: 

" And I will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your songs into 
lamentation; and I will bring up sackcloth upon all loins, and 
baldness upon every head; and I will make it as the mourning of 
an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day. Behold, the days 
come, saith the Lord GOD, that I will send a famine in the land, not 
a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the words 
of the LORD:  And they shall wander from sea to sea, and from the 
north even to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the word 
of the LORD, and shall not find it" (Amos 8:10-12). 

Consequently, I believe people are finding it more and more difficult to locate a church fellowship that truly 
emphasizes the study of the Bible and Biblically focused worship and ministry.  We should not forget also the 
words of Peter who warned:  "For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it 
first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?" (1 Peter 4:17) 

There are many substitutes that the world, the flesh and the devil will offer to you in place of the Word of 
God.  But there is no substitute to simply knowing what the Bible teaches!  Knowing the Bible and applying its 
truths to your heart and life will result in a real walk of faith, a life of real prayer, real witnessing, and of real 
worship.  You will not easily be sold a spiritual "bill of goods", because you will be able to see the true from the 
false...  

(Prophecy in Perspective, Copyright, vol. no. 10 - September 24, 2011) 
 

(Note:  If you would like to interact with Dr. Downing concerning this newsletter, views, etc. you can "blog" with him at prophecyinperspective.com.  

Also, you can purchase his latest book, "Good News From a Far Country", a study in the book of Daniel [$15]  by contacting him.) 


